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ABSTRACT 
IP communication had gain increasing demand especially in the era where network 
convergences between various technologies involving peripherals and system 
architectures. While expanding the capability of the interconnect device, major works 
are being done in producing two biggest components which are interoperability and 
backward capability. Security vulnerabilities are still become major consideration 
towards this move. Diverse security measures had been put in place to improve 
security entropy including the introduction of secure port services, better tunneling 
protocols and complex encryptions cryptography. Most of these works does not 
address the fundamental of the security risk which is to avoid newly discovered 
exploits and protect credential from man-in-middle attack. In this research network 
communication framework is being reviewed in finding and addressing essential risk 
in each building block. A generally well accepted opinion urged in order to improve 
security aspects of any system or protocol; it shall negatively impact both flexibility 
and speed, also being studied. An experimental work involving three types of existing 
environment, which include insecure connection as basis, against pre-shared key and 
PKI, are being modeled. The testing computers are connected via local area network, 
and readings are taken while the security parameters are gathered while performing 
various testing tools. The test subject being evaluated by streaming 60 seconds video 
while monitoring the CPU and network overheads. The result shows plain insecure 
connection uses the lowest and having the smallest network overheads, but the 
security attributes are very low compared to pre-shared key and PKI. This research 
aims to find a new method which can give CPU and network reading relatively close 
to the plain environment as well as maintaining high security data transmissions. In 
examining the result gathered in the experiments, and understanding the issues raised. 
A new framework is introduced in overcoming the limitations and addressing the 
current security weakness. This forth environment is called SeDIC, which uses a 
unique single UDP packet acting as one-time-password used as passive authentication 
mechanism for the host to verify the user identity. In order to do the application 
authentication, asymmetric key exchange protocols which act as credential verifier 
being transmitted by both nodes, instead of encrypted password like traditional 
systems. In qualifying to continuation of the connectivity between nodes, a challenge 
is given by the host to the user for identity verification. In this new implementation 
forward secrecy is maintain since the key for authentication only valid once and this 
will deny replay attack. The main contribution of this research is that any typical 
internet application could be served in secure manner and the user can have freedom 
to use the lowest cryptographic entropy which is their memorizable credentials to 
perform their on-line transactions. This also proves that, having complex 
mathematical algorithms such as Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC) for tunneling, or 
even multilayer authentication system alone will not address the potential risk, besides 
just prolonging the time for intruder in gaining unauthorized access. Whereas serving 
the request upon valid demand, utilization of non-plaintext-equivalent, preserving the 
real password and periodic identity verification approach capable to address the 
security dilemmas from the right perspectives. 
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